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Abstract

for people’s faces and eyes and shut off laser when a
persons eye is detected near or in the laser path.

The main goal of this work on the PointAR project was to
implement and optimize an eye-tracking algorithm for shutting of a motor-mounted laser when it is aiming near a person’s eyes. Topics include an overview of the eye-tracking
feature design process, the performance constraints of the
detection algorithm, and the optimization process used to
improve the speed and range of eye detection and tracking
on an embedded system.

• Do not activate the laser if it is outside the bounds of
safe operation, defined by a maximum transit distance
or angular threshold.
In order to ensure some of these eye-safety constraints
for the PointAR system, a camera will be mounted on the
motor-laser interface that will be used to monitor the lasers
path. The platform will run facial and eye detection and
tracking algorithms on the camera feed to check whether a
persons face and eyes may be within the path of the laser.

Eye Safety Feature Overview
The purpose of this eye safety feature is to reduce the
dangers to human eyesight imposed by the PointAR platform during operation. It is inspired by a US patent
by Kodak [1] that describes an eye-safety mechanism for
laser projectors that turn off regions of a projected images
blocked by people’s bodies. In order to mitigate the risks
of a motor-mounted laser on eyesight in the event of motor
control failure or negligent use of the device, this eye-safety
feature will impose software constraints on the activation of
the laser during operation. This is to ensure that the laser
is only activated in situation where it is likely that the laser
will not make direct contact with someones eye. This can
be achieved in the following ways:

Project Description and Design
This eye-safety application is a modification of the
OpenCV sample face detection application for Android using the OpenCV Android library. Changes include the addition of eye tracking, detection of rotated faces, scaleddown detection regions, and various modifications to the
algorithm to improve performance. The current default implementation uses Haar cascades with a face and eye detection range from 1 ft to around 5 - 6 ft, and a 180 degrees
facial detection range. The application was designed to run
on a Pico i.MX7 development board running the Android
Things operating system, equipped with a 720x480 camera,
Rainbow HAT, and touch display screen (see Figure 1).
This project implements live eye tracking, meaning that
the camera is constantly running cascade detection for faces
and eyes when the application is running. As soon as a least
one eye is detected, the program switches over to a tracking
algorithm on one of the detected eyes, which is periodically
refreshed by running face and eye cascade detection. When
an eye is being tracked, the device shuts off the laser (represented by turning off the red LED on the Rainbow HAT).
Once the laser is de-activated, the device maintains the off
state of the LED with a 20% continued eye detection rate
(positive eye detection frames/frames analyzed). The laser
re-activates once the eye detection rate drops below 20%,
indicating that the target zone of the laser is clear.

• Turning off the laser during transit. A possible drawback of this feature would be that this makes it more
difficult for the user to follow the lasers movement between locations, which may be a desirable feature that
improves the user experience with the PointAR platform.
• For short transit motions (such as gestures), ensure that
the destination region is safe before beginning movement.
• On a laser activation command, check that the laser
path is safe before turning on the laser.
• Continuously monitor the laser path during activation
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• Various parameters to the built-in face and eye detection cascade algorithm were modified, including minimum and maximum detectable face sizes and the scaling factor between detectable cases (which determines
the number of total cascade scans on the image). The
minimum detectable face size is chosen in tandem with
the image resolution to be as large as possible while
maintaining positive facial readings at the desired distance from the camera.
• The bounds of the regions for detecting faces and eyes
were limited in order to prevent the scanning of unnecessary image space:
– Faces are only scanned for within the region
around the laser (indicated by a point in the image). This was done by scaling the scanning region along with the detected face size. In this
implementation, the bounding region around the
laser has a width of two faces of the scanning face
size (see Figure 2).
Figure 1. Pico i.MX7 development setup running the eye-safety
application on Android Things, with the camera connected to the
PointAR motor. The screen is used for debugging to show detected
faces and eyes in the camera feed. The red LED (circled) is on
when no eyes are detected (top) and off when at least one eye is
detected (bottom).

– Eyes are only scanned for within detected facial
regions. The eye-detection scanning size is limited to between 1/4 and 1/3 the dimensions of the
facial region (see Figure 2).

Optimization Process
Optimization was performed with the goal of maximizing the application frame rate under the desired performance constraints. These constraints include the maximum
accurate face detection distance and the range of detected
facial rotation around the laser-directed axis. The target
constraints were a face and eye detection distance of 5-6 ft
and facial rotation of 180 degrees using 5 detection angles.
When testing the initial algorithm, it was determined that
the greatest impact on performance was the cascade detection used on each frame. Therefore, effort was taken to reduce the scope of the detection calculations while retaining
the desired level of detection accuracy. Various changes to
the default frame analysis were implemented:
• The image frame resolution was down-scaled before
performing the detection algorithm. The image resolution is reduced enough to improve performance while
still allowing for accurate facial detection at the desired distance from the camera. The resolutions used
for detecting faces and eyes are different because the
cascade algorithms for faces work at lower resolutions
than they do for eyes. This process was inspired by the
paper A Framework for Fast Face and Eye Detection
[2], namely the idea of scaling the image differently
for facial detection and eye detection.

Figure 2. Display of scaled facial detection bounds (blue) and eye
detection region bounds (green facial regions). These regions scale
with face size and rotate with the face detection angle. The predicted laser path is marked by the red circle, the center of the blue
detection regions.

The detection algorithm was tested with both a Haar cascade and LBP cascade. The LBP cascade algorithm, while
significantly faster than the Haar cascade, has a higher detection failure than the Haar cascade at lower resolutions,
making facial detection at farther distances less accurate.
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Parameter Name
Face down-scale factor
Eye down-scale factor
Detection scale factor
Relative minimum face scale
Facial region radius

Description
The factor by which the resolution of the input frame is reduced
before face detection
The factor by which the resolution of the input frame is reduced
before eye detection
The factor by which the detected face size is scaled up with each
iteration of cascade detection on the detection region
The smallest detectable face scale as a percentage of the input
frame height
The width of the of the face detection region in terms of the the
current face detection size

Optimal Val. Range
1.4 - 1.6
1.1 - 1.2
1.2 - 1.5 (dependent
on relative minimum
face size)
14% - 18%
2.0 - 2.5

Table 1. Key parameters of the facial and eye detection algorithm modified during the optimization process and their optimized values
for performing detecting at 5 angles with 3.7 to 5 FPS. These parameter setting will not always result in the desired detection outcome in
all cases. The actual range of detection will depend on external factors such as lighting and will change for different faces. Thus, these
parameters should be adjusted to fit the operating conditions of the PointAR system.

Better results were achieved when using the Haar cascade
with reduced image resolution to make up for lost performance.
Using Haar cascades for face and eye detection, the parameter value ranges displayed in Table 1 have been tested
to yield improved performance for face detection with a
720x480 resolution image up to 5-6 ft. When performing
face detecting at 5 angles, the resulting FPS for these parameters ranges from 3.7 to 5 FPS.

Figure 3. Display of tracked eye region and tracking boundaries.
After the detection algorithm detects eyes and chooses the eye
closest to the center point (indicated by the red circle), this eye
region is tracked using a tracker. The bounding region of the eye
tracking is represented by the blue box, and tracking is disabled
once the tracked eye leaves this region. The bounding region is
proportional to the eye region size.

Combining Detection and Tracking Algorithms
After the cascade detection algorithm was optimized, a
tracking algorithm was integrated into the application using the OpenCV Tracking API (part of the OpenCV contrib
modules). Rather than running the detection algorithm on
subsequent frames after eyes are detected, the program instead uses a tracker to track the detected eye closest to the
image center. The detection algorithm is then run periodically to refresh the tracker, which helps prevent any tracking failures or false positives in the tracking system. The
tracking region is also bounded with similar bounds to the
detection region (see Figure 3), so tracking will be ended if
the tracked object leaves this region. Various tracking algorithms were tested, and it was determined that the trackers
“KCF”, “MEDIANFLOW”, and “MOSSE” included with
the OpenCV Tracking API provided the best performance
with an average tracking frame-rate of 7-8 FPS. This is significantly faster than the optimized frame-by-frame cascade
detection for faces and eyes, which results in a frame-rate
of around 4-4.5 FPS with 5 detection angles. “MEDIANFLOW” is the default algorithm used since it provides the
most consistent tracking and frame-rate.

Overview of the Optimized Detection
Algorithm:
Inspired by the algorithm presented in A Framework for
Fast Face and Eye Detection [2].
1. The full grey-scale image frame from the camera is
copied to a new matrix. The copy is scaled down and
rotated to the current detection angle.
2. Face detection (LBP or Haar cascade) is performed on
the copy around the image center or specified point in
the image. The detected faces are stored as rectangles
in the scaled and transformed image coordinates.
3. The face rectangles are scaled and transformed back to
original image coordinates and drawn.
4. Each detected face region is copied from the original
image and scaled down to the eye detection resolution.
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5. Eye detection (Haar cascade) is performed on the facial region copies. Detected eyes are stored as rectangular regions.

[2] A. George, A. Dasgupta, and A. Routray. (2015). A
Framework for Fast Face and Eye Detection, 1–5.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.03344.pdf

6. Eye rectangles are scaled and transformed back to
original image coordinates and drawn.
7. Repeat process at each detection angle.

Possible Improvements
Below are some possible modifications or additions to
the eye-tracking algorithm that I did not have the chance
to test but may be useful for improving the application’s
performance and optimization:
• Continue to modify described optimization parameters
(down-scale factors, minimum face size, face scaling
factor, etc.), possibly allowing the program to adjust
main parameters during operation. With the addition
of tracking on detected faces, maximized performance
out of the cascade detection algorithm is not as critical, so parameters could be adjusted to make detection
more accurate in various environments.
• Allow the program to switch between Harr vs LBP cascades for optimized frame-rate and detection accuracy
for a given environment.
• Use center-point adjustment for self-calibration: have
OpenCV detect the laser point and set the detection
center to the laser’s position
• Modify the optimized cascade detection algorithm for
possible speed improvement by changing the resolution of image for each scanning size (higher resolution
for small/far face, lower resolution for big/close face).
However, the large number of matrix re-sizing operation may reduce performance with this method.
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